
Having a product or service to sell, but not putting the word out on the 
streets, is kind of like kissing a girl in a closet – you know about it, but no 
one else does.  Enter the concept of advertising.  Not to understate things, 
but it “can” be relatively simple to advertise to the masses.  The trick, of 
course, is making sure that your advertising is reaching the right people.  
Knowing whom and when to market your product or service to can result in 
much higher rates of return and it involves implementing systems, rather than relying on indis-
criminate marketing.  Let’s talk a little bit about identifying just precisely who your target market 
is. 
 

To be effective, you must sharpen your focus.  Determine what your main priorities are in rela-
tion to whom you wish to reach with your marketing and what needs or wants your product or 
service fulfills.   As you answer the latter part of this, consider factors like age, buying power, 
marital status and geographic location.  For example, a middle-aged mother of three has differ-
ent needs and desires than a college sophomore.  She also tends to spend her disposable in-
come in a much different way.  Likewise, millennial men, on average, spend twice as much on 
clothing than their non-millennial counterparts.  GM and Ford understand that marketing pickup 
trucks to drivers in North Dakota or Texas will yield better results than trying to market them in 
New York City.  
 

So how do we start?  Try using a multi-stage funnel approach.  For example, your first “stage” or 
“level” into the wide mouth of the funnel might be gender. Than perhaps the next level might fur-
ther narrow things down to a specific age-range.  Next, you might further thin-out those targets 
by income level (or geography, etc).  The trick is that you need to experiment with different crite-
ria to narrow down to a well-defined description of who your ideal customer is; the one that can 
generally describe who the majority of your customers are. 
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Your funnel should also consider what the primary value proposition of 
your product or service is.  For example, suppose you are marketing a 
camera that can withstand hard drops, rough handling and submersion 
in water.  Those could be value propositions well-received by outdoor 
enthusiasts.  And let’s take this a step further – where do those individu-
als shop? 

 

Choosing the right markets also means that you should be consciously 
collecting some objective data.  Some ways you might do this are 
through surveys.  These can be accomplished by mail, through your 
website, via a newsletter, by personal interview, or even by purchasing 
the data from companies that specialize in data collection. 
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Likewise, don’t overlook drawing on existing data.  If your business offers a product or service 
similar to those already on the market, do as much homework as possible. What demographic 
groups are buying these products? When do they buy them? Which specific products in the en-
tire lineup are most popular?  
 

Perhaps you are looking to market your own coffee shop.  Go spend some time at a competi-
tor’s establishment … and preferably several.  As people place their orders at the counter, take 
careful notes – what drink did each person buy?  How old is each person, and what is his or her 
gender and ethnicity?  Is a particular drink especially popular?  When is the store busiest?   
 

Once you compile your data, you can then apply the findings to the marketing efforts for your 
own coffee company.  There is a plethora of data that you can find online to gather a macro 
view of the type of customers who are purchasing products similar to what you offer, as well. 
 

Whenever possible, draw on diverse perspectives as you build your marketing efforts. Your end 
goal is to make it easy for your target demographic groups to see connections between their 
needs and your product. The analysis of multiple streams of data, as well as a continual effort to 
identify your target customers, can help you achieve this end and maximize your ROI. 
 

*** 
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Masterful Quotes 

“The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest is merely tenacity.”  
    - Amelia Earhart   

 

 

The mind is everything. What you think you become.   
   - Buddha  

 

 

You can never cross the ocean until you have the courage to lose sight of the shore.  
     – Christopher Columbus  

 

 

If the wind will not serve, take to the oars.  
    – Latin Proverb  

 

 

 

Mental Management Tip: Keeping Track of Your Actionable Items 

 

Consider your information collection points, list them and control them outside of your conscious 
memory. By collection point, we mean every possible source of information upon which you wish 
to take action. 
 

At any time, collection points can often number quite high and be overwhelming! They include: 
home and office mail; home, office and cell phone voice mail; home, office and cell phone email; 
electronic social networks; and not least of which, information generated from personal discus-
sions. 
 

All of this “stuff” needs to be quickly and effectively collected, sorted and dealt with, without de-
pending on your memory for future activation. An average business owner can have 150 to 200 
actionable “To Do’s” at any point in time! Clearly, unloading these from your mind can open a 
whole new world of focused thinking and strategic action. 
 

The skills to manage your actionable items as efficiently as possible are just as important as the 
more technical areas we work on with our clientele.  Do you want help with some useful related 
techniques and management systems? Consider calling Titan Business Development Group for 
some experienced and qualified direction. It may just open years of your life and, at the very 
least, help put money in your pocket. 

 

 

*** 


